LFE MEDIEININFORMATIK

Concept for an Interactive Public Notice Area
Exercise 1

Task 1: Reading
Attached to this assignment you can find a reading list, introducing concepts and ideas behind
interactive public displays. Papers provide models, discuss core challenges, and present sample
applications as well as evaluations. Your task is to use these papers as a starting point (you do
not need to read every paper in detail) and look into interactive public display applications, particularly into aspects that are of interest in the context of the course.
Further sources to look for scientific papers are:
• http://scholar.google.com
• http://www.acm.org/dl
• http://www.springerlink.de
• www.computer.org
A comprehensive reading list is provided at http://pd-net.org/reading-list/

Task 2: Focus Group and Interviews
Conduct a focus group with the staff of the ‘Group for Media Informatics’. Participants will be
scientific staff, professors, and the secretary. The focus group is scheduled to take place on
Tuesday, 13th May at 11h in Room A507 and will last approximately 60 minutes. To prepare for
the focus group, think about topics you want to discuss and come up with guidelines that will be
used during the discussion. Your main task will be to guide the discussion, identify interesting
aspects and explore them in more detail, and finally extract a set of features that will form the
basis of your system.
Possible topics to discuss:
•
•
•
•
•

Processes around the current (analog) public notice areas (CIP Pool and 5th floor)
Envisioned Content
Suitable procedures for administering content
Techniques for posting and retrieval of content
(Technical aspects)

It is advisable to (video-) record the discussion and also to take notes. Information on how to
conduct a focus group can be found here:
http://www.cse.lehigh.edu/~glennb/mm/FocusGroups.htm
In addition, conduct interviews with different potential stakeholders of your final application
with the aim to inform its design. Stakeholders include, but are not limited, to
•
•
•
•
•
•

students
secretaries
scientific staff
external companies offering theses, trainee programs, and jobs
university institutions (Studentenwerk, cafeteria, library, etc.)
…
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Task 3: Concept
Based on your readings, interviews and focus group, develop two concepts (one per group) for an
interactive public notice area application. Your concept should not be limited by technical feasibility and time constraints, but represent an "optimal" solution.
Your concept should focus on the following aspects:
• What kind of content do you want to use?
• Which features will be provided? Think about how the application can exploit the fact
that it is networked.
• How would users create and exchange content with your system?
• Briefly describe a concrete user scenario!
• Describe a possible system architecture!
For presenting the concept (max. 10 minutes), prepare 2-5 slides. Concepts will be presented
and discussed in the next plenum on 23. May 2014.
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